
"Sundown Window"

Steep does the
Tea leaf

Twirling to
My senses.

From petrichor
Steam in

White gutters
Rise,

Temperate soot
Imposing.

Stained vapor
Does die

When its grip
Does fly,

Into air amber
Ejected.

Shy is the
Concrete

Catching all the
Leaves stained,

Coursing into
Storm drains. 



"The Forever Seam"

This is the end.
That place you thought you'd never be.

Yes, this is that abyssal void.
A system of anarchy.

Where the ruler weaves the seams,
And you are lost to time.

No one knows about this time,
This place, this space, this end

Of the borderlands where you seem
To be where gravity can't be.
Floating up in the anarchy,

Kissing the emptiness of that void.

This void,
Everyone knows that once is their time.

All bracing against the anarchy
Of misery and insurmountable ends.

In this place no one wants to be
You're now a stitch in the forever seam.

Where gravity is void, it seems
Lost as a concept to the airless void.

Gravity thought it could never be
Without itself. There is no time
To keep in this place of ends,

Where the only reign is of king anarchy.

The riot response of nothing, the anarchy
Remains plotting its chaotic seams;

Bringing about sense's end.
In this airless, lifting void,

Pressure waves are absent, lost to time;
In the place that should not be.

Time's anarchical scene ceases to be.
Void's seams tear and repair the anarchy.

Be it this end's last time,
Weaving with a needle its own scrap seams,

With an tensionless needle in the void,
At the place where things make ends

Meet, and spitfire sparks seem
To cast out the seams, to be void

Of the things which weave their ends.



"No Land Beyond"

We assembled at dawn every day
Adolescent mornings always giving way

To the coalition of forces here who gathered 
There was no land beyond that mattered

Over the top of muddy trenches we go
Hazards left, right, to and fro

Even with the shielding gas masks on
The visage keeps seeping in at dawn

Long coats on, boots strapped for danger
They wick away the sweat and the stranger

Helmet tightened, fashioned to frighten
Rifles made to orchestrate pain and enlighten

Bolt-action understanding in hands
We cautiously wade through this land
Demons forthcoming, a path of sulfur

Thunder in the distance as we draw revolvers

While we fire into the pink horizon
The demons we kill keep up the siphon
Of experience and hurt of grey smoke
Every time a devil is made to be broke

Casings hollow, solemn in falling
Brass hits mud and is crushed by who follows

Left in a sole that used to step on souls
And fed by magazines that you couldn't ever read

Relics and artifacts that have been gifted
The ruins we discovered and then sifted
Through and through the items we lifted

Garnished our barrels with vain veins of volition

Barbed wire that coils finds our ankles
We shake it off, in unamused annoyance

Every step blazes the path to reclaimation
Every shot explodes the dam of recollection

For us above the trenches, there is no land beyond
A world of grey, peppered with craters

Through a lense of yellow gas masks we step
Above a land we were once stuck in and ascended

We fight and urge to remember
The days before that went unhindered
Now in this time of struggle and strife

We fight to remember better days of our life



Jake Shaw here, With Words

So, here's the thing about writing: It's subjective. Incredibly, infinitessimally subjective. I 
can try as I might to tell you the theme of these poems, but some of them have changed for me. 
They do that week-to-week. Often I strive for a poem of mine to be timeless, so here are my three 
best examples of my work (within parameters) I can provide of that. 

Acknowledging the previous paragraph, we can move forward with me telling you what I 
"intended" originally to convey in my poem. Some of these musings are borne of concrete thought, 
others of ultra-abstract systems. Do with that as you will while looking over these poems.

Sundown Window was the piece we had started as a class and I somewhat derailed because 
no one else spoke up. The title is a play on "Sundown Syndrome", which apart from being a real 
thing is a song by the once-beloved band Tame Impala. Once-beloved implies I don't like them as 
much as I used to, yes? I'll leave it at that. I was going to go with Sundown Underground as a title, 
but that would also imply that I was feeling hellish about the writing, which I'm not; and nor do I 
feel rebellious about it. It's simply a poem.

That being said, I'm not proud of it. I'm calling it a "modified sonnet" since I've come to 
understand the die-hard "sonnet" title doesn't fit with it. It's 14 lines but follows no orthodox forms. 
The theme, as it were, is supposed to convey either an escape or a release. It's a story with two 
perspectives, that of the leaves and that of he who dropped them. If someone dropped them at all, 
that is. 

The Forever Seam has one of my favorite sets I've written within it, which is the titular line. 
Apart from that, it's a sestina poem, to the letter. I feel that it's a fantastic play to the narrative I'm 
trying to present, which includes the character King Anarchy, the Void, Time itself, and the reader. 
Second-person is always a quirky choice, and in the past it's meant I'm blaming someone or trying 
to show them something. Not here. Here it's just a stream of consciousness with, once again, 
different perspectives on the same narrative. Overall, I'd say the theme is that of futility, or 
weightlessness. I prefer to think of it as "carefree", for when I write about floating I imply the 
speaker or subject is feeling just that. Floaty. In the sestina end word set; anarchy, be, and seam are 
all near-rhymes, which I synthesized intentionally. I went in thinking to make the final complete 
stanza a very hectic one to throw off the feeling of learning what's going on. Confusion is the name 
of the game. Confusion in the face of nothing. 

No Land Beyond is one of my top-tier poems, or narratives in general. On the surface, it is 
meant to be interpreted as a story of a soldier in World War 1 performing a "Trench Raid" with his 
fireteam before dawn. In trench warfare, this refers to when soldiers from one side go over the top 
of their front-most trenches and into no man's land to covertly attack the enemy or gain a foothold. 
Now, performing these in any time other than pitch night is super risky. Snipers can shut down such 
a move when anyone can see the enemy. 

Anyways, enough with the backstory, let's get metaphorical. The title is a play on "no man's 
land", and its titular line (finding a pattern, aren't we?) in which no man's land becomes the only 
thing that matters. The soldiers have ascended and risen above the others, and still combat demons. 
For the first bit of the poem, the rhyme scheme sets in mostly at the end and progresses as AABB 
CCDD EEFF GGHH IIJJ for the first five stanzas. Simple, yes? Then it breaks apart a little bit. 
"Hollow/solemn" and "Sole/souls" are internal rhyme, and for the sake of the poem it fits quite 
naturally. I would go so far as to say that there's an intentional tonal change here. I had in mind a 
slow-motion pan from an ejected rifle catridge to the ground, and the fireteam members behind the 
shooter who step as the men advance. It's a surreal thing to me. It's difficult to describe in a single 
paragraph, but trench warfare holds a lot of symbolism for me. Hopeless, under constant threat. 
Stalemated. This is a poem where there are no winners.

I'm out of room to write! I hope you enjoyed them!


